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In recent years an expanding collection of heart-secreted signaling proteins have been
discovered that play cellular communication roles in diverse pathophysiological processes.
This minireview briefly discusses current evidence for the roles of cardiokines in systemic
regulation of aging and age-associated diseases. An analysis of human transcriptome and
secretome data suggests the possibility that many other cardiokines remain to be
discovered that may function in long-range physiological regulations. We discuss the
ongoing challenges and emerging technologies for elucidating the identity and function of
cardiokines in endocrine regulations.
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INTRODUCTION

The heart is one of the most important organs in terms of age-associated diseases and public health
burden in an aging world. An emerging paradigm has focused on how circulatory factors can both
contribute to and protect the heart from cardiac pathophysiology in aging and age-related diseases,
including circulating growth differentiation factor 8/myostatin (GDF8/MSTN) (Morissette et al., 2009),
fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21) (Planavila et al., 2015a), midkine (MDK) (Netsu et al., 2014),
follistatin-like 3 (FSTL3) (Roh et al., 2019), and others. At the same time, the heart is also an active
endocrine organ. Work in the past few decades has established the atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) and
B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) as critical endocrine signals secreted from the heart. The best
understood function of these natriuretic peptides is the regulation of blood pressure and volume via
natriuresis and diuresis. However, natriuretic peptide receptors are found in other tissues, where
natriuretic peptide signaling can regulate metabolism. In humans, circulating BNP levels increase in
age, and are also seen at a higher level in many age-associated conditions including hypertension,
suggesting BNP may participate in the regulation of aging-associated processes. More recent studies into
the transcript, protein, and secretome expression of heart tissues have found additional secreted proteins
to be expressed or secreted from cardiac cells. These molecules have been referred to in the literature as
cardiokines and many have been assigned different intercellular communication functions. We consider
the current evidence of cardiokine involvement in aging, and discuss ongoing challenges and
opportunities in finding cardiokines that may be important in the mechanism of aging processes.

DEFINITION OF CARDIOKINES

The endocrine function of the heart began to be known with the discovery of the natriuretic
peptides in the 1980s (Goetze et al., 2020). References to cardiokines (also referred to as
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cardiomyokines) first appeared in the literature around 2010,
when a number of additional cardiac secreted proteins
including mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic
factor (MANF) were found following seminal work from
Glembotski and others (Doroudgar and Glembotski, 2011;
Glembotski, 2011; Blackwood et al., 2020). The term has
since been applied to a growing set of proteins including
proteins found to be secreted from cardiac cells and tissues
in vitro and in vivo. A large complement of these heart secreted
proteins has been identified including prominently autocrine
and paracrine growth factors, pro-angiogenesis factors, and
extracellular matrix remodelers, which have been reviewed
comprehensively elsewhere. For the purpose of aging research,
here we propose a more limited definition of a bona fide
cardiokine. In our view, a bona fide cardiokine represents a
peptide or protein that: 1) is detectable in systemic circulation
and has the potential to signal to distal tissues in an endocrine
rather than autocrine or paracrine fashion; 2) shows some
degree of tissue-biased expression, where an appreciable
fraction of a circulating pool is due to secretion from the
heart, either in the baseline or in a given diseased condition;
and 3) exists as a free extracellular protein or peptide rather
than as a cargo of extracellular vesicles, and acts directly on a
ligand receptor. This definition of cardiokines is therefore
distinguished from the cardiac secretome at large, which
includes many local interstitial and matricellular proteins
that function in various paracrine and autocrine contexts
including a large number of matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases
(TIMPs) that function in cardiac extracellular matrix
remodeling during aging (Horn and Trafford, 2016). We
believe this definition is useful for defining age-associated
systemic physiology and is in line with endocrine molecules
in pathophysiological processes from other tissues, such as the
adipokines and myokines.

Age-Associated Cardiokine Candidates
We briefly review several cardiokines and cardiokine candidates
with the most established current evidence of involvement in age-
associated processes in systemic regulation here. Readers are
directed to more comprehensive reviews about their
pathophysiological functions.

Atrial Natriuretic Peptide
ANP and BNP are secreted predominantly from the heart and
both bind to natriuretic peptide receptors. Beyond the well
characterized canonical roles of natriuretic peptides in
maintenance of electrolytes, cardio-renal homeostasis, and
vasodilation; natriuretic peptide receptors have been found to
be present in many tissues, where natriuretic peptide signaling
can stimulate fatty acid synthesis in the adipose, regulate fat tissue
browning, cell proliferation, and inflammation (Goetze et al.,
2020). ANP is primarily secreted from cardiomyocytes in the
atrium. ANP level increases with healthy aging (Davis et al., 1996)
and also independently with cardiac dysfunction. Increasing
levels of ANP in aging therefore is in a prime position to
affect systemic physiology in aging.

B-type Natriuretic Peptide
BNP shares common receptors with ANP but with different
affinity, and is primarily secreted from cardiomyocytes in the
left ventricle (Yasue et al., 1994). Circulating BNP level increases
with healthy aging (Yoshida et al., 2019) as well as heart diseases
(Goetze et al., 2020).

Growth Differentiation Factor 8/Myostatin
GDF8/MSTN is a transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β)
family protein that is translated as a 41 kDa pre-prohormone.
The signal peptide and prodomains are then cleaved to form a
dimer of the 12.5 kDa mature circulating peptide. Both GDF8/
MSTN and the closely related growth differentiation factor 11
(GDF11) have been considered putative anti-aging proteins
whose decline in age is positively correlated with
cardiovascular events and death (Olson et al., 2015). GDF8/
MSTN has broad physiological roles in different tissues,
including most significantly as an inhibitor of skeletal muscle
growth (McPherron et al., 1997), and as a regulator of fibrosis of
the heart (Morissette et al., 2009) and mineral density in the bone
(Suh et al., 2020). Although GDF8/MSTN is primarily found in
skeletal muscle, both fetal and adult hearts express the gene at a
low level, and its circulation level is induced following myocardial
infarcts (Castillero et al., 2015; Meloux et al., 2019) and heart
failure (George et al., 2010). Critically, selective deletion of Gdf8/
Mstn in the heart is sufficient to prevent muscle loss in mouse
models of heart failure (Heineke et al., 2010), thus suggesting the
circulating pool of GDF8/MSTN contributed by the heart
functions to regulate the mass of skeletal muscles in an
endocrine fashion.

Growth Differentiation Factor 15
GDF15 is a circulating protein involved in the regulation of the
body growth and tissue homeostasis, and binds to the GDNF
family receptor α–like (GFRAL) receptor (Mullican et al., 2017).
GDF15 level increases significantly and prominently with age
(Lehallier et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021) and independently in a
variety of disease conditions such as coronary heart diseases
(Wollert et al., 2017), myocardial ischemia (Kempf et al.,
2006), and heart failure in both humans and mice (Xu et al.,
2006). In normal conditions, low levels of expression have been
reported in both the skeletal muscle and the hearts of humans and
mouse. GDF15 has wide-ranging systemic effects as an endocrine
factor; inadequate levels of GDF15 can negatively affect the renal
function, whereas overexpression protects from renal and cardiac
injuries (Abulizi et al., 2017). Critically, in a mouse model of
pediatric dilated cardiomyopathy, increased circulatory GDF15
levels led to decreased body mass and impaired liver growth
hormone (GF) signaling, which can be rescued by cardiomyocyte-
specific knockdown of Gdf15, suggesting GDF15 functions as a
heart-to-liver endocrine signal that inhibits body growth in the
mouse (Wang et al., 2017).

Fibroblast Growth Factor 21
FGF21 is translated as a 23 kDa protein in the heparin-binding
growth factor family. FGF21 acts as a potent metabolic regulator
and stimulates glucose uptake from plasma (Kharitonenkov et al.,
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2005; Kharitonenkov et al., 2007) and is involved in
cardiovascular diseases including heart failure (Chou et al.,
2016) and coronary artery diseases (Shen et al., 2013). FGF21
is normally expressed in the liver but is induced in multiple
tissues under stress (Keipert and Ost, 2021), and has a relatively
short circulating half-life (Kharitonenkov et al., 2007). FGF21
may protect the heart from oxidative stress in an autocrine
manner (Planavila et al., 2015b). A prominent increase in
measurable circulating levels of FGF21 is seen in human aging
(Hanks et al., 2015; Villarroya et al., 2018) as well as in mouse
models of cardiac stress (Brahma et al., 2014). Importantly,
cardiac-specific overexpression of Fgf21 increased circulating
FGF21 levels in the mouse, and at the same time led to a
moderate decrease in body mass, reduction of lean mass,
glucose level, and increase in body fat mass (Brahma et al.,
2014). This provides evidence for the possibility of cardiac
FGF21 acting in an endocrine fashion.

Other Candidates
Several other cardiokine candidates may function in an endocrine
fashion, but it is unclear whether they are associated with aging.
For example a cardiac secreted phospholipase A2 has been
detected via its activity and that may signal to the liver
(Hernandez - Anzaldo et al., 2015). A number of
phospholipases A2 family genes have important roles in
senescence, but the gene identity of the cardiac secreted
isoform(s) is unknown. Cardiomyocyte-specific deletion of
follistatin-like 1 (FSTL1) leads to exacerbated renal injuries in
experimental models suggesting a potential endocrine effect
(Hayakawa et al., 2015), but whether there is any age-
associated change is unclear.

Other cardiac secreted proteins are found in significant levels
in circulation and may have age-associated expression trends, but
so far only their autocrine and paracrine effects have been
investigated. MDK is widely expressed and is normally
expressed at minimal levels in the heart, but its expression in
the heart may be induced by cardiac events (Kitahara et al., 2010).
Whether the cardiac-released pool contributes to distal tissue
function is unknown. Likewise, FSTL3 acts as an antagonist of
TGF-family ligands including probably GDF8/MSTN and
GDF11, and its circulation levels in the human plasma, mouse
plasma, and transcript expression in the mouse heart are all found
to increase with age. However, the effect of cardiac FSTL3 has
mostly been studied in its autocrine and paracrine roles.

Evidence From Large-Scale Human
Multi-Omics Data
Upward of 3,000 protein-coding genes, or 15% of the human
protein-coding genome, may code for proteins that function at
least partially in the extracellular space, and many of them are
expressed in the heart at least at the transcript level (Uhlén et al.,
2019). Therefore the current number of characterized cardiokines
is likely a considerable underestimate of the total number of
proteins that are released into circulation from the heart. The
increasing power and prevalence of multi-omics technologies
offers new approaches to discover currently unknown

cardiokines empirically. To estimate the potential number of
cardiokine candidates, we queried large-scale human
transcriptome data from Genotype-Tissue Expression Project
(GTEx) v8. We then sequentially processed, normalized, and
batch-corrected the data as previously described (Han et al.,
2021). Next, we integrated this data with the circulating
protein annotations from the Human Proteome Atlas (HPA)
secretome data set (Uhlén et al., 2019), which lists a total of 784
proteins that are annotated as part of the human secretome and
moreover was designated to be “secreted to blood” as their
location.

In total, we identified 98 secretome-coding transcripts with
age-associated trends in the atrial appendage (68 increasing with
age and 30 decreasing); as well as 168 such transcripts in the left
ventricle (141 increasing with age and 27 decreasing)
(Supplementary Table S1). Relating the GTEx analysis to the
HPA secretome data set, it can be seen that the age-differential
expressed, candidate cardiokine-encoding transcripts include
both those that are tissue-enriched and tissue-enhanced in
their expression (Figure 1A). The top age-associated
secretome transcripts include those encoding known age-
associated circulating factors including GDF15 as well as other
known cardiac released factors in both GTEx cardiac tissues
(Figure 1B).

Besides tissue expression enrichment or specificity,
cardiokine-coding transcripts can show tissue bias in age-
associated expression changes. These tissue-biased expression
changes may reflect pathophysiological cues and signals that
are masked in plasma protein level measurements and suggest
the possibility of increasing cardiac contributions to the
circulating pool in some scenarios. To illustrate, GDF15 has
broadly increased expression with age in both cardiac tissues
as well as skeletal muscle and adipose samples (Figure 2A),
whereas on the other hand, milk fat globule-EGF factor 8
protein (MFGE8) and Sushi, nidogen, and EGF-like domains 1
(SNED1) show age-associated increases only in some tissues but
not others (Figure 2B,C). Notwithstanding the obvious caveat of
non-correlation between transcript and protein level and between
protein level and protein secretion and ligand processing, based
on this analysis we surmise that there are likely a number of
cardiokine candidates to be discovered whose cardiac-
contributed pool in circulation would alter significantly in
aging individuals. Further candidate cardiokines may exist that
are excluded from the scope of this analysis, for instance, GDF8/
MSTN and FSTL3 are both not included within the “secreted to
blood” subset of the HPA secretome despite prior literature
evidence of their circulatory presence in targeted studies.

Challenges in Cardiokine Identification and
Functional Studies
Given the prevalence of secretome coding transcripts with age-
expression trends in cardiac tissues, one might wonder whether
more cardiokines stand to be discovered that function in aging.
We believe several technical challenges currently exist with regard
to the identification of bona fide cardiokines and their role in
aging and age-associated diseases.
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The discovery of unknown circulatory proteins in the plasma
remains difficult. Blood can contain potentially every protein in
the human proteome and has a steep dynamic range of
concentration which makes it challenging to identify by mass
spectrometry. Affinity-based assays have high sensitivity, but
their target specificity has been called into question (Joshi and
Mayr, 2018). Circulating factors with close sequence homology
such as GDF8/MSTN and GDF11 are prone to cross-reactivity
(Schafer et al., 2016; Suh and Lee, 2020). Other factors like MDK
have multiple splice isoforms, which present additional
challenges and may also contribute to undiscovered tissue
specificity.

The tissues-of-origin of a protein are difficult to deconvolve
from systemic circulation. Plasma is a mixed pool of proteins
from different tissues. With possibly the only exceptions of ANP
and BNP, cardiac secreted proteins are also released by multiple
other tissues, where they likely have different, pleiotropic
functions in situ. Which tissue dominates as the source of the

total circulating pool in the plasma may be dependent on
pathophysiological conditions, and a challenge pertains
whether the sampled proteins form a single pool or whether
the cardiac-released form has distinct function, whichmay be due
to spatiotemporal, concentration-dependent, isoform and
proteoform differences. These complications may be partially
resolvable by comparing cardiac coronary blood to systemic
circulation.

Similarly, it remains a challenge to unravel the target cell
and tissue types of signals and associate function. The majority
of studies on cardiac secreted proteins focus on characterizing
their autocrine/paracrine effects on cardiac physiology and
disease responses, hence an age-associated effect in distal
tissues may be missed, and this generally contributes to the
difficulty of assigning systemic/endocrine physiological
functions. Mouse models of cardiac-specific deletion of
GDF11 and transgenic expression of GDF15 and MDK
exist, but to our knowledge existing reports have only

FIGURE 1 |Mining human transcriptomics data for candidate age-associated cardiokines. (A). Chord diagram linking candidate cardiokine-coding transcripts with
significant or suggestive age-associated expression trends in humans (Pearson’s correlation test against donor age group p value following FDR adjustment of 0.01 and
0.1, respectively) vs. RNA tissue specificity in the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) secretome data set. N.D.: Not detected. (B). Top 30 human secretome atlas protein-coding
transcripts that have significant age-associated expression trend in the human heart left ventricle (left; n = 432) and atrial appendage (right; n = 429) tissues in GTEx
v8 are shown. y-axis: log10 of FDR-adjusted p value of Pearson’s correlation against age. Red asterisks denote increasing expression trends in older age (r > 0), blue
asterisks denote decreasing trends with age (r < 0).
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compared their cardiac phenotypes. Large-scale physiological
phenotyping comparisons, such as performed on global vs.
cardiac-specific GDF8/MSTN knockout mouse model
(Morissette et al., 2009; Heineke et al., 2010), are needed. In
parallel, multiple circulating signals often share overlapping
receptors, for example, ANP and BNP both bind natriuretic
peptide receptors, and GDF8/MSTN and GDF11 share activin
receptors, hence more isolated systems may be needed to tease
apart individual signal contributions.

Lastly, cardiokines are often triggered by myocardial infarct,
heart failure, fibrosis, and other age-associated disease conditions
(Kitahara et al., 2010). The observation that cardiac secreted
proteins increase under stress and disease may be indicative of
protective signals in stress or inflammation. Other non-
constitutive, cue-specific cardiokines may exist that require
targeted characterization in specific conditions to be
discovered. More basic studies are thus needed to find out
what triggers their release and age-associated change under
non-baseline conditions, analogous to exercised induced

myokines that have received intense focus for their roles to
delay aging processes and promote healthful aging.

Opportunities and Emerging Approaches
Computational approaches using correlation networks from
large-scale sequencing data have been employed to find tissue-
specific proteins as well as proteins potentially involved in cross-
cell communication. Co-expression analysis is frequently used to
identify functionally related genes, based on the assumption that
gene pathways may be co-regulated by an unobserved genetic
architecture (Szalai and Saez - Rodriguez, 2020). This approach
can be extended to multiple transcriptomes to identify
unexpected correlation as candidate endocrine signals. An
early re-analysis of GTEx data using this approach identified a
potential heart to blood signaling protein DPP4, which is known
to function in the proteolysis of stromal derived factor 1 (SDF1)
(The GTEx Consortium Long et al., 2016). A cross-tissue
correlation approach has also been applied to the Hybrid
Mouse Diversity Panel (HMDP) data set to find potential

FIGURE 2 | Tissue-biased age-associated expression changes. Example scatter plots of normalized batch-corrected transcript expression against age of three
transcripts in four tissues. (A). Growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15) shows age-associated expression in all four tissues. (B). Milk fat globule-EGF factor 8 protein
(MFGE8) shows age-associated increase in the striated muscles but not adipose. (C). Sushi, nidogen, and EGF-like domains 1 (SNED1) shows age-associated increase
only in the left ventricle. r: Pearson’s correlation coefficients expression vs. age. q: FDR adjusted p value of correlation test. Values in red are significant (q ≤ 0.01).
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endocrine signals between multiple tissues including the liver,
adipose, and skeletal muscle (Seldin et al., 2018). Other strategies
that make use of cross-transcriptome data may also be instructive,
for example, a comparison of tissue transcript levels has been
used to predict genes encoding endothelial proteins whose
expression across tissue is positively correlated with tissue
vascularity, including many secreted proteins (Butler et al., 2016).

Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) provide an
experimental tool to identify the secretion and downstream
signaling function of cardiokines in cells and tissues
differentiated from human iPSC lines in vitro. The secretome
of the resulting cells can then be collected and analyzed using
multiple types of omics techniques in vitro to discover and
confirm secreted proteins, (Hu et al., 2018), or conversely
extracellular proteins can be introduced to differentiated cells
to assess their downstream effects (Jennbacken et al., 2019). This
bottom-up approach circumvents the difficulty of finding the
tissue-of-origin from plasma proteins, and can further be used to
dissect individual cell type contributions within an organ. Using
iPSC differentiation to different lineages, we found different
contents in the extracellular vesicles secreted from cardiac
myocytes vs. fibroblasts and endothelial cells (Chandy et al.,
2020). A similar workflow may be useful for assigning soluble
protein cardiokines to different cell types and help elucidate
function.

More importantly, multiple cell types from different organs
can be simultaneously differentiated that originate from
identical iPSC lines and thus carry identical genetic
backgrounds, which removes the confounding factors of
genetic variance. Engineered “body-on-a-chip” systems
containing both iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes and another
cell type such as hepatocytes connected by microfluidic
devices, for example, have garnered considerable
enthusiasm for their potential uses in drug screening and
disease modeling (Sharma et al., 2020). Many compounds
are metabolized in the liver from pro-drug to active
compounds whereas a common side effect of drugs is
arrhythmogenicity and cardiotoxicity. Such platforms are
being actively explored for the evaluation of adverse effects,

and one foresees they can be readily adapted for the purpose of
cardiokine studies from cardiac cells to co-cultured cell types
as well.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is increasing interest in the endocrine functions of the heart
and its intersection with human aging and age-associated
diseases. Many cardiac secreted proteins are now identified,
although thus far few have been established to exist in
systemic circulation beyond the cardiac interstitial space, and
fewer still have established endocrine signaling functions to distal
tissues. Nevertheless, an analysis of human transcriptomics and
proteomics data suggests more cardiokines with age-associated
expression are likely to be discovered. We believe there is both an
opportunity and need to focus on finding long-distance
circulatory signals originating from the heart. Future studies
may achieve this goal using next-generation stem cell models,
multi-omics, and bioinformatics techniques.
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